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INTBOOUCTION

flsi i the ;Idol 3/4410ni of the M'1311 Intentoty of lotto,opvt 1414cAtional
Mistetials.

The first volume of die inventory drvcrihes "flow to mate, how to use, how
to adapt", OA tetultingfleartting aids, The second volume of the ifitiVilf,fy compost*
descriptions of 02 cdocationtoi tiis

A distinctive kiwi of this third volume is the indusiun ttf 61 items including
educational games and wys, whkh, besides entertaining dte dilidito, contribute to
the achievement of wall educational objective*, oath as cognitive devektpment,
acqukition of manipulative skills, individual and collective creativity,

The pOlication of the knentories of low.cost edocadonal mated& was
undertaken in pursuance of dte ft cometgudaticwts of the Mt llegiottal Consult&
don Meeting on All" (Hang kolt, Match 1970, sn4 b aimed at meeting the
Warming demand for the populariration of WOW, indigenous; low,cost educe.
dorsal materials, developed by many individual educators and by the collective
efforts of teachers, audioivistal spedalhts, lather educators and educatkmal
orarchen, The earlier volumes are in Milian demand by teadters, tvadter alum
tots and curriculum specialists who haw to meet the dulkitge of reducing coo,
%/Ilk improving the quality of educadon.

ACE1D would welcome commend on ads volume, and contribudons for
possibk indusion in the eubsequent volumes of the inventory,
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Figure 2 Put a coin on the end of hanger hook.

How to play

1. Put a coin on the flattened end of the wire.

2. After making sure that the coin does not fall off, lift up the hanger
slowly, holding with a finger at the fulcrum point (Fig. 2).

3. Move it slowly from right to left. If you do it well, the coin does not fall
off.

4. Try more complicated movements in horizontal and vertical directions
and then combined with circular movements while balancing the coin on
the hanger.

5. Next challenge: Turn the hand with the hanger around your head. Where
is the coin? Still on the hanger?

6. Try to put two or three coins one above another.

Source: Case study of Simple Low-cost Teaching Materials, Games and Toys,
prepared by Narikazu Ohsumi, PIER, Tokyo, Japan.
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Level : All levels
RECOGNITION OF MELODIES Subject area : Music

Brief description

This is a game which increases the musical experience of the pupils and deve-
lops their hearing as well as singing abOities. It can help them master a musical
instrunumt.

Materials needed

Sheets of paper and pendia.

How to play

One player hums, sings or plays on an instrument a few bars of a number of
familiar songs and melodies and the other players write the names of each song or
melody; each having been supplied with paper and pencil They then check to see
who has the most correct answers. The pupils change roles so that another one
becomes player.

Source: An Inventory of Low-cost/Simple Educational Materials, Games, and Toys
in the Philippines. 1979.
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DROPPING A HANDKERCHIEF
Level : Pre-school and

primary
Subjcct area : Play activities

Brief description

This game is played by any number of children sitting or squatting in a circle
on the ground.

How to play

A child is chosen as "It". "It" goes around and drops a handkerchief behind
any child of the circle. Every child in the circle tries to detect the handkerchief with
his hands behind. If the player behind whom the handkerchief is droppcd fails to
discover it, the "It" picks up the handkerchief and whips the inattentive player
with the handkerchief until the player has run around and resumes his former place.
If the player behind whom the "It" dropped the handkerchief rmds the handker-
chief, he picks it up and chases the "It" until the "It" has run around the circle and
has taken his place. The chaser then becomes the new "It".

Source: An Inventory of Low-cost/Simple Educational Materials, Games, and
Toys in the Philippines.
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CAT AND MICE
Level : Pre-school and

primary
Subject area Play activities

Brief description

This is a game in which one child, "the cat" chases the other children ("the
mice").

How to play

A "cat" hides behind the teacher's desk. A number of "mice" creep up to the
'desk and scratch on it. Immediately the cat gives chase to the mice who run for
safety to their holes (seats). Any mouse caught becomes "cat" for the next game.

iSource: An Inventory of Low-cost/Simple Edualtional Materials, Games, and
Toys in the Philippines.
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FLYING DUTCHMAN GAME
Level : Pre-school and

primary
Subject area Play activities

Brief description

This Is a fairly common outdoor game. A group of 10 to 20 children (even
number) can play.

How to play

All ch0dren holding hands, form a single circle. One pair of partnen become
the runners. The two runners run around the cirde, holding hands. While rutudng,
one of the runners tap the joined hands of two players standing in the circle. The
pair that have been tagged, retaining their hands in a clasp, start miming around the
circle in tile opposite direction. The two pairs of partners attempt to outrun each
other to occupy the vacant place. The pair who fan to get the vacant place continue
running around the circle.

Source: An Inventory of Low-cost/Simple Educational Materials, Games, and
Toys in the Philippines.
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FOLLOW ME LEADER GAME
Level : Preschool and

primary
Subject area : Play activities

and physical
education

Brief desatption

Depot:Ong on the weather, this game can be played outdoor' or indoors. A
group of children 'Imitate the deeds of one of then, called "leader".

How to play

The children fonn a singk lint behind laden They must try to do everything
the leader does. He may jump, touch thing; that are high up, walk backwards, or
walk along the top of a narrow board. Anyone who fails to follow the leader either
goes out of the line or bocomes the leader.

Sottre: An inventoty of Low-cost/Simple Education Materials, Games, and
Toys in the Philippines.
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NUTS AND HOLES (MARK KHUM)
Level : Primary and

lower
secondary

Subject area Buie arithmetic

Brkf desaiption
This pane is popular in southern Thailaftd. Two players compete.

Matetials needed

I. A boat Eke piece of wood with two rows of seven bola each amed
along its length and two Mg holes, one at each end. The big hole is calle.1
'home'

2. nuts or dried seeds, or small stones; 98 of them.

How to play

I. Each of the two players owns seven small holes and ont big hole or
'home' on his left hand side.

2. Each one puts 49 nuts in the small holes (7 in each).

3. With some kind of agreement such as coin flipping or card drawing, the
first player begins the game.

4. He pkks all the nuts in any one of the small holes on his side and puts
one nut in each hole clockwise incluirmg his *home hole (but not the
opposite player's 'Isomt".)

5. If the kg nut falls in any hole where some nuts have remained, he may
take all of them out and continue playing by repeating the same process.

6. Men the last nut falls into an empty hole, then the turn is shifted to the
other playa. In each case wit= the last nut is dropped into an empty
hole on his side, and even thou# the turn is shifted, be can take all the
nuts from the opposite hole and put than in his `home' hole.

7. Thus, they take toms to play until one player cannot continue because
many of his holes are empty.

& Then they take all the nuts from their homes and refill the small holes the
same way they started the game. The one who uins the game is the one
tvho has all of his small holes filled with seven nuts in each and has some
more nuts left.

Possible modification
In case it is difficult to carve holes in a wooden piece to make the "boat"

shown in the picture, this boat may be replaced by 16 half shells of coconut ar.
ranged in the same order.

Source: Inventory of Low.cos. instructional Materials, Games and Toys, prepared
by Dr. Pruang Kumut; Department of Educational Technology; Faculty
of Education, and Srinakarinvirot University, Bangkok.
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BOLINTEC (MARBLE GAME)
Level Preichool and

primary
Subject area : Nay acthides

Brkf dolsaiption

This is an outdoor game, which can be played by two us five playas.

How to play

The &yen dig Bye small holes in the Found equidistant Irons each other in
a strakIrt line. A. short line is traced on the pound at some distance from the first
hole. This is where they suit the pme. Lodi player is ptovided iwitk a pafeedy
round stone or a marble.

The players take turns trying to roll their ma/bki into the rust hole, If a play.
er =cued', he goes on to the next hole if he fails, the next player ukes his tura.

In the course of the game, any one playing may hit one of the matbles beton&
ing to the other players. If a player hits a marble, he advances one bole; two hits,
two holes and so ore. 'Me player whose marble was hit must start all ow:. ager..

The last player to finish is declared the loser. The penalty could be that he
does everything the first winner orders him to do.

Source: An Inventory of Low.cost/Simple Educational Material, Games, and
Toys in the Philippines.
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BEAST, BIRO OR FISH SAME
Leta Prow:hoot and

prionaty
Subject area : Play actisities

and basic
science

Brief description
This is a game sadels pommel' quick thinking and respontes with a time

limitations and also "Aims knowledge of zoology.

Mow to play
The players sit in a cirde with one in the centre. The player in the ague

points at one of the players and says, "Bird, beast or fish?" lie then repeats one of
these nouns for eiranipk "fish" and counts qukUy Iriwn owe to ten.

The player at whom he continues to point must name a rids before he finishes
counting. Should die pointed player fall to name a fhh or should he repeat a name
silskh was already mentioned during the pme ht ewhanges plums with the player
in the centre.

The player in the Centre may vary the game by saying, "Beast, bird or fish,"
and adds "Vulture" %hereupon the other player must say "bled".

Some: An Inventory or LownoostiSimple Educational Materials, Games, and:
Toys In the Philippines.
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BLACKBOARD RELAY
Usti ; ritiebity

Stibittit ares 3 Bark arithincb
sonic

Ildef description

This is a pine developing chddren's creativity, speed and competitive spirit
in soh* mithmetic problems.

Row so poly

Tbe playas me &Meal into OM IM MOM MN* The Sada of emit semi *mu
irons a sorting One, runs to die hi s/Aboard. wvites swo numbers one sada the
other, and either adds or subtracts than, putting down the suns tads tuns back
mid hands the chalk to tht second player tato is on the stating Ow. Ile runs to
die board and puts a oursher smiler this sun aod either adds or subtracts the num.
bus. The game continues until the last playa Ism his tuns, lle must add or sob.
tract so as so secure a Ana number %bids km been previously determined. For
imam, if 35 is so be the linal number and the figure lett by the nest to the but
ploya is 77, the last player must subtract 42.

Polak modilleation
This pare may be ployed by hming cads player tontrenste one nord toward

a complete saneoce Width must be finished by the lost playa isprdies of the
number of words be surs.

Sower: An limenersy or Lawton/Sion* Etlacationol Ustaisk, Gomm and
Toys in dr. Philippines,
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WU'S ClIANGING GARE
Lesel Mealy

rwobject ates Resolieg nd
Writing

desatodon
This is a few game in Which aii *yen particiipstr by substituting nouns

in &wimpy being read by else leader.

nourish needed
I, A gory bosit or a popolsr poem

2, Wets of pipte
3. Pew&

dew to play
Attet supphing the Owen isith paper sod pencils, the leader *dem a siorv,

a poem or a Mother Goose rhyme, which Is family to doe group bet does not
disclose the Mat of 1. *election. Men be feeds st aloud and asks the first player
to smite a tomtit noun beginning with the ktter with which the lint comet*
now in the surly begins; the second the seand noun and so on, until iZ
the news In the MTV km been amipsaL A player MU set meat mons in Ws
eon §Ift CM &MO be may be given Ow sense kute more than owe. %Ow all
nouns are maliptd, the leader begins so read alo,4 waiting foe each one in tom to
supply the ammo inated of reading those in the book. Let vs *wpm Nut Thee
hide rr has been selected and begins, *Once upon a doe dame litde pigs sets*
Wed with their mother in a pm". tic. The first player has written a masa beginning
with 'ep" (ponies) the nest nova beginning with "m" Oasts* the meat a nova
Imginoiog with "p" (piano), The koala rests. "owe upon a time Owe *ere three
litde ponies tsho Noed wit* their moue (twilled by the nett played in a piano
(sepplied by die third el,,s ye) The *moo= of the gam amain row la
prow insesestic and homy.

Sourew An Imentory of LowcossfUnsple Educations, Slataids, Games. and
Toys in the Phslippines.
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Ilow to play

I. Let the children prepare all: fish.letters, tank and fishing rod.

2. Each child catches a fish and places it on the table.

3. The next fish bearing a letter should be placed next to the first fish.
4. Gradually the letters should form meaningful words. If a player fails to

make up a word by reshuffling his lettees (the fish caught by him.) he
drops out of the game.

Source: Bangladesh Education Extension and Research Institute Report of a
National Workshop on Educational Technology.
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Level Pdmary
WINDOW.ENVELOPES FOR DRILL EXERCISES Subject areci I Arithmetic

Brief description

This devke consists of an envelope with an irfrguiar shaped window (so that
first, the problem IP shown and later the correct response) and a deck of cards on
which the problems arc written.

If=1
21,

At the back of each card there are such things as cartoons,
comic strips, jokes, etc.

Educational objectives

Repetition is important in the learning process for mastering certain skins.
It also facilitates the understanding of concepts and rules and thc ability to retain
what is learned for a long time. However, the drill exerChel can bc too boring for
thc children and rather tedious for the teacher. It takes time to check and mark
the correct responses of thc students. A way out is to individualize learning Le.
provide a means whereby the student can check his answers or obtain marking for
his responses without involving the teacher and also progressing at his own pace.
This device provides an extremely simple way of doing this.

Materials needed

1. A few mainla envelopes (the size could be 7 x 12 cm).
2. A set of cards appropriate size to fit the envelopes.
3. A pair of scissors.

4. A pointed paper cutter (See also sheet 55)

5. A set of felt pens or crayons.

How to makc

A. The Envelopes

I. Take a fcw manila envelopes together and cut off one cnd with scissors as
shown in thc figure. (A convenient size for the envelopes is 7cm x 12cm)

A0cw
21
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2. Stack them together neatly and with a sharp knife, cut out the shape
shown in the Owe.

(Note: The same shape is also made through the back side of the owe.
lopes, but it does not matter.)

3. Now the envelops, oat ready for use. Have enough for the whole class.

11. The Probkrn Cords

1, Cut A few cards of the sire 6cm x 14cm (the size must bc such that it
fits inside the envelope easily).

140

2. Divide the space on each of the cards u shown.

Do not write anything on the regions (i) and (iv). Write thc problem on
the space marked (ii). Leave a blank space for the children to write the
answer. The correct answer must be given in the space marked

Note: Leave about 3cm of the top end of the card blank.

22
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3. A large number of exercise sets can be prepared easily wills the help of
model) ts

a) Write the mit line at the top of the cad.
lo) Tell an able child 4 rule to generate the rest of the lines.

e.g. add 1 to both numbers

4 x 7 5 6 9 Fi etc,

When sufficient number of masters are ready, they cun be trans.
(erred to a stendl and a large number of copies, enough for the
whole class duplicated.

4. Grade the exercises In the order of dif(iculty. Make enough sets of
exercises for the whole class.

3. Insert a set into an envelope with the window already cut u described
above.

The system is now ready for use.
6. Cartoons, witty jokes, pictures (or making simple toys etc., can be printed

on the back of the exercise cards for making the task rewarding. This
will contribute to motivating the children.

How to use

a. Explain to the students that correct answers to the problem: can be seen
on the right hand side of the window if the card is pushed up a litde

b. Some children may tint look at the answer and then write the correct
response on the space provided. Explain to the students that doing that
will not help them to learn. Draw their attention to the following points:

1) Tbe exercises are not a test of some sort;
ii) The teacher will not bc marking or grading them;
iii) They can proceed at their own pace.

c. In order to arouse and sustain interest in the task, tell the children that
only if they complete all the probkms, can they take the card out from
the envelope and look at the interesting thing at the back of ft.

Source: CRADLE/Instructional System with Simple Materials, Tokyo, Institute of
Technology.
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Shoat III

MULTIPLICATION GAME I"el I Primary
Subject area = Arithmetic

Brief description

TM; is a game consisting of two octagonal "number tops". Each number top
consists of a card with an ortagntal shape, at the centre of which it insetted a large
wooden pin. The octagon is divided into eight equal parts and the numbers from 2
to 9 We written on it, one number in each part.

It can spin just like a top and when it stops, it rests on one of its sides. If two
such number tops are made to spin, they generate two numbers when they come to
mt. For example when one rests at 4 and another at 6 we have the pair (4, 8),
which can be used in a problemt either to add these two numbers, or to multiply
them.

Educational objectives

Children like to play. There are many prnes and toys that may incorporate
playing as an essential dement of the learning process. The "number tops" des.
cribcd below can be considered as toys that can be used for a number of pmes in
arithmetic, They can be used for creating a game.like context for learning arith.
metic.

Materials needed

I. Cardboard, two thects 6 x 6crn or 8 8cm.

2. A wooden pin (or short pencil).

3. Crayon or felt pen.

4. A pair of scissors.

How to make

I. Cut out from cardboard as many octagons as possible. The diameter of
each could bc 6cm or km. Coloured cardboard is preferable.

2. Divide each octagon into 8 triangular sectors (Fig. 2).

3. Write a number on each StetOf dearly with a crayon or a felt pen (Fig. 3).

4. Make a small hole in the centre so that a pencil will fit in tightly.

24
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Ho re 2

Seim appropriately sired wooden pins or take some pencils and eut them
so that they ire about I Ocm kmg.

G. Push the pencil into the disc as shown so that about km of the pencil
protrudes over the other side. (Figure 4)

&WIWI

111-

Pivot 3

*bow
10 errs. Am,
rood penal

30
Figure 4

7. Spin it to check whether it is well balanced and whether it stops so that
diffrrent numbers are generated in a random manner.

8. SeCtife the pin or the pencil to the disk with glue or scotch tape.

How to use

Tell the class that they are going to play a game with numbers. Each stir.
dent forms a pak with his friend. Two number tops and an arithmetic
multiplication table will be given to each pair. The procedure for the
pme is as follows:

One student will spin both tops and generate two numbers. e.g. 3 and 5.
ThenhcwlIlw,fteonashectolpaperthcproblcmSz5R The
other pupil will try to solve the problem. If necessary the first student
will check the response in the arithmetic tabk. If the tespanse Is comet.

25
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then he should toy 'good' or something to that effect. If it it not 604 he
should give the corm; gnawer. Not' they change rola, The second pupil
generates the numbers and the Om pupil triet to guest the antwe, And
the piste continued in this tiouther Ms ekment of competition can be
introtkiced by allowing rAdo pupil to wive about 10 probkmt and nomi,
ming the winner at the one who gets the moot right answer*.

PoaIhk modilleationc

I. The preparation of these topl can be made a classroom activity. During
the arts and crafts !mom, these tpituthig tops can be made.

2. Instead of cardboard, other material ouch as plattk, or plywood can be
used,

3. Imamd of a pencil, any round *tick about 0.7cm to lcm in &meter On
be used. Chopsikko bamboo, etc. are wham easy to obtain in some
countries.

4. The number of ado of the disc vary though leans to be very con.
venient. The number* written on each sector may aka vary. Figure 5
shows a disc divided into nine sectors.

Abe vett* 9 tein

411.
Sovrce: CRADLE Instructional Smolt; with simple material, Tokyo Inst.

of Tedmology.
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ROLLING CAN
LOA 3 Pm:44,4 and

Subject srei i Ploy activiOn

Stiff desciiption

This toy is on ttinply cylindiks/ cms: Murly tolling it around moist thh a my
tot ploOng pain Wit some simple alterations inalot it nen mote fun.

&tveI alosil holm to ploy kith Roilifts es&

*Asterisk used

1. An empty can

2. A piece of day or plutichw
3. A piece of lad and some universal glue.

How to make assd play

1. The cylindrical can should be large rather than small. fly uaing a lamer
l'cars, the movements become more dynamic and appeal more to the
children. Smooth out the rim of the can so that the ddldren will not be
hurt if they put their hands inside the can.

2. After the ddlotten set tired of just roiling the empty can arowsd, havy
them draw a picture by tracing the outline of the bouom of the can on
a pkce of cardboard, and cut k out (see Figure 2)

3. Let the children draw a picture on this circular cardboard and paste it
onto the bottom. It is possible to combine sciastific play with atadve
activity by drawing various *rah or other shapes that produce an in.
matins imp what rotating.
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4, To add wistion in the mose4nost of the empty can, fis a WE 1404 tns
of the can, Far esampk, What a piece of clay de the tan al shown
in Nutt 3. The diffetrose in the way the Can las M1 he chatty tam
Some whet object suds as a piece of lead can be rived inside the can.

If ',might tacit a* a picot of city is fised to the inside or the cati, Ulf Can
mit*Cti variety of ways whni it h toned,

Posibk niodikadons
it would be mote interesting if the children do not see the weight lived

hubk the CM* COW*/ its open side with a cardboard &cuter bottom and alto
playing with a similar empty can, dans" it with the weighted one and let them sty
to Owe out what is going on. After they have thought of seven' possibilities, if
they dni not dhcover the ukk; kt them set the kid& That at *void ways in
which this offeetutted tolling could be demotturated to the chldtent

I. Make a slight dope with a piece of board, Mien the weighted can is
released, it climbs up the dope, w4ik the empty can tolls dowowards.

2. If the hand bobrag weighted can on a ubktop is rckased, it looks as
if k is about to toll off the edge of the table, and one traapted to web
it. However, the can does not fall off and starts flan in the opposite
dkecdon, after which it tolls back and forth a few dines. Eventualy it
tolls less and km and stops with the weight down. Sy varying the demon.
stration. the interest and curiosity of the children can be 'donated.

Some: Case study of simple lowcost teaching ioatealals, pates and toys, pm
pared by Hanka= Mound, NIER, Tokyojanan.

ts
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411104,141,40" PAM% CAPP
1,"01 rot*4444 mot

Kuoitry
wr0 r& 4014400,0

Mei tirogriplioo
111100 ilk 4 *imply toy motif 0 kiill.04.4P4 port* tfiqs witith 0100.1.r0 tsmov 014134,0.,.

men* Capoto Iy # tot4Iin4 rowul pc 0' cilly 4441 t6e efffire 4 cricord Pogr.41
robber band,

cm
0%

Material; sued

1. A &carded water (vv.
2. A *made).
3. A futoo4;. clank tubber band,

4. **betake tape or nopier.

firtim I '14rmikiit,g" Nfter Ciwp

How to ante
I. Moine IRMO tot paper cup.
2. Cut with whorl two tIou on the two *probe silo of the cup, The

two slots should be about S.10 nun 4ppart and about 10 ono from the
As.

29
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it MI.* 44144144 Aff"Irs 14444k 1144Ort

4, Stitii. * .of day amino* doe Mike* tont 'Me cioy t4o#414 toot to
very t4t, it *On *oh shy, leave it *444t. *A lei it 4try tot o4iiie tototte
min*

,addr..11.

how /
le, Wrap the tenhile part of the writhed roadies bead in the piece .34 city

an4 *ape die city WO 4 ta40, Of 4 cylindrs,

4, Min& the 2 loops at die loam- Wad meted the hoop of day onto
the ftio ("pooh, Oita at the papa Ctifk
The loop of day &Add kin is the mit huide the slip4 twoundin di3Ody
*how the level of iti hat,

L rot the noidael to die wall of the cop with tome Arcata, up, or maples
an that they wiN hold the Mohr, bout

4 Draw a flaw hoe or 101M &lip on the ontiiiite of the popes cup in
eke h some &anew

10000.1001ftii3/4811

Ftote J Itiota iA hativo tine
of d "Widigkra pdper clip which
mom with a rattobte 4anti Ors
from Wow)

How to ate and play

I. Before Olean the cop on a table top, take the loop of day is your
Ow* and tome k one direction, wind* the witted nibbler hand,

2, Ilatd the pieve with your Owl and piste the cop fact down on a obit
otos to die floor.

3730



I, Ile Sew, 044 the twiFteti bobAirt lowt.4 olll tette the cep
'*ohlIii': If the 4 0 y it otteveo, ak evio 642 moo* -A itlEIV **ow
wo, So tooteteeet thtlet ileproolio4 to the triolitv of the otIottet
WA how oet1 the eity km beco Ittiet,4e4, the 411tie *of tv4404 of Lk thy
ptfor. etr.

IsAonitioet4 objective

fotti4M40974 **view/. #.414-ple t.04obeo fi44 C-4.40* #4#14 fi*WFW
Orpti potel mot I4teiit mem oo *tit 400tt tOthtlflitt .04 plcy *kith
titit toy, This ii the ethetasiotol pop** ott the po.4ett,

Poottole floAticlatiOO4

A met cop wm tool hen to mite mom Ilowever, tow offs' swot he
bettie4 to mom opt; verfoot empty citietion bow" coo he ow*, Steei, too, can
vary. Sossetitirog Ut a Wirt Os* sotty be owe inierettioi, If itt ottheary ewItIter
baos$ oat eiroo4 c000Ots 2 Ism& ONO tiC 40411004V Of I* ;Witco cals
eocoorepti to liotI tome Witte 041141**

Sffliff*C COE Olotty of tint* bovi***1 tottftigo, mod boo, pte,
petit by Nam* Okø, tom Ti9ra4
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Sheet n

STOCKING DOLL AND SPOOL DOLL
Level : Pre-school and

primary
Subject area : Play activities

Brief description
This is an improvised toy made of empty discarded thread spools, wire, cork

and crepe paper.

Materials needed

1. Old stocking 6. Scisors

2. Bottle 7. Crayons

3. Various sizes empty thread spools 8. Cork

4. Wire 9. Corn hair and
5. Crepe paper 10. Glue

How to make

1. Stocking dolls are made of stuffed cotton stockings with painted or
embroidered faces. They can be made to stand by slipping them over
empty tall bottles. The face features may be painted on; the hair of yarn
or abaca or corn hair may be topped with a small hat; and the clothes may
be fashioned from cloth scraps or crepe paper.

2. Spool dools are made by stringing various sizes of empty wooden spools,
with cord, soft wire, or pipe cleaners. When the wire is bent it makes the
dolls stand or sit as desired.

A few large spools should be used to form the body and regular size
spools for the legs. The arms can be made of smaller spools. The head can be made
of rounded cork with hair of yarn or corn hair. The eyes, nose and mouth can be
painted with water colour or crayon, u desired.

Source: An Inventory of Low-cost/Simple Educational Materials, Games, and
Toys in the Philippines.
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MONKEY TAMBOURINE Level : All levels
Subject area : Music

Brief description

This is a primitive percussion musical instrument made of no-cost materials.

Objectives

To give the children opportunity to make their own percussion instrument and
play with it while singing songs, or listening to music.

Materials needed

1. A long flat strip of bamboo
2. About 2 metres of wire
3. 12 soft drink bottle lids hammered flat

How to make

1. Bend both ends of the bamboo strip and secure them with the wire in
a circular form (a ring).

2. Make 4 holes around at the stde of the bamboo ring.
3. Insert a short piece of wire through the middle holes of the three bottle

lids and tie both ends of the wire to the bamboo strip with the lids in
between each of the four holes along the bamboo ring.

Source: Inventory of Low-cost Instructional Materials, Games and Toys, prepared
by Dr. Pruang Kumut; Department of Educationa: Technology; Faculty
of Education, Srinakarinvirot University, Bangkok.
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Level : All levels
CASTANETS Subject area : Music

Brief description

11th is a simple percussion instrument made of wood and string.

Objective

To motivate the children to produce their own castanets and clap rhythmically
to the tone of some song or melody.

Materials needed

1. Three flat pieces of hard wood, like paddles, one of them twice the
length of the other two to serve as a handle.

2. A piece of thick, strong string.

3. Chisel, hacksaw and drill.

How to make
1. Trace thc outline of the three paddles as shown in the photograph. The

short paddles on each side have holes carved in the middle.
2. Drill the holes for the string.

3. Tie them loosely together.

Source: Inventory of Low-cost Instructional Materials, Games, and Toys, prepared
by Dr. Pruang Kumut; Department of Educational Technology; Faculty
of Education, Srinakarinvirot University, Bangkok.
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Level : All levels
MARACAS Subject area : Music

Brief description

This is sort of musical insuument for producing rhythmical drunplike noises
along with a molody or song.

Materials needed

1. 2 empty coconut shells.
2. A handful of dried seeds
S. Two round pieces of wood used as handles (e.g. bamboo sticks).

How to make

1. Cut a smooth round hole at the bottom of each coconut shell so as to
fit a round wooden handle.

2. Put some seeds in each of the coconut shells.
3. Insert the handle through the bottom hole until its top end teaches the

top of the coconut shell and secure it with a small screw. If necessary,
apply some glue between the handle and the hole.

How to play

Shake the two marakas in your hands to the rhythm of some song or melody.

Source: Srinakarinvirot University Elementary Demonstration School, Bangkok,
Thailand.
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MILK CARTON AND BALLOON BOAT
Level : Pre-school and

primuy
Subject area Play activities

and basic
science

Brief desaiption
This is a "motor.boat" made of a milk carton and a rubber balloon.

Figure 1 Milk Carton (Motor) Boat

Objective
To make a toy for entertainment using a discarded milk carton and a rubber

balloon.

How to make

1. Take a one litre milk carton. Juice cartons will also serve the purpose
since both are waterproof and are easy to handle.

2. Using a cutter knife, slice the carton lengthwise into two. Discard the
half which has the opened spout at the top, as this half will not be used.

S. Make a small, round hole In the centre of the lower end of the bottom
of the remaining part of the carton. Use a paper punch to make an
even hole. Enlarge it until It fits the end of a plastic tube.

4. Insert the empty tube into the hok and secure it in position at an angle
so that its end will be touching the surface of the water or be slightly
underwater when the boat is placed in water.

38
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Figure 2 Slice carton length-
wise into two.

Figure 3 Make hole in bottom.
Insert tip of plastic tube

5. Insert the other cad of the tube into the mouth of a rubber balloon.
Secure it ['may with a rubber band so that it w01 not pop out when air
is blown into the balloon.

6. Decorate the body of the boat.

How to use and play

I. Take a deep breath, then blow into the tube through the end attached
to the boat unts1 the balloon is blown up.

2. Hold the tip with your Finger so that the air will not maw. Float the
boat in water. Release your finger and the boat will be pushed across by
the released er.

3. Adjust the "nozzle" of the boat so that it will run smoothly.
4. Attaching a rudder to the side of the boat would be an interesting addi-

tion.

Poisible modifications

Milk cartons are usually easy for children to work with and will allow children
to experience a sense of satisfaction in constructing something successfully, but in
place of milk canons other waterproof containers and various different materials
can be also used.

Source: Cue study of simple low.cost teaching materials, games and toys, pre.
pared by Narikazu Ohsumi, HIER, Tokyo, Japan.
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PLASTIC BOTTLE "DIVER'
Lard : Pre.school and

primary
Subject area t Play activities

and basic
science

Brief deseripdon

The Boating will go up and down no matter what part of the plastic
bottle is pressed.

4

Allj°4°

Figure 1

Materials used

1. An empty plastic bottle (about °matte sire).

It is betta to use one that is clearly transparent so that you can see the
inside well. A large bottle will be easier for children to handle and to make observe-

dons.
2. Coloured transparent plutic sheet.

3. Vinyl cell mat.

4. Adhesive tape or glue.

Row te make
1. Cut out a figure from a coloured, transparent plastic sheet, that Is small

enough to pass through the opening of the bottle. Figure 2 shows a
small seehorse.

2. Attach air chambers to the 'diver'
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The figure cut out in the desired shape will Dot fuoction as a 'diver' until
* chambers are need onto it. A good, readyinade ak dumber can be obtained
easily by using 'bubbles' from a vinyl cell mat, a kiod of arshionbsg often found
at the bottom of cookie essm. Cut out two =slopped 'bubbles' and stick one on
each side of the transparent figure. A quick way is to use double.sided witesive
tape, but other adhesive glue will also do.

3. !Wads a weight to the °diver'

The 'dyer' will function muds better with a weight attached to it, 0011 a
short piece of wire. Before placing the .opte inside the bottle, test it in a Win of
water. If it sinks, the weight is too heavy. It should barely float below the water
safe= level.

@
Ott out 2 Hi,tstbb4&' frost
a cell nat.

Attach a babbk" on each
side of the "Wore: Also
add a suitabk gaslight.

Fiore 2 Making a 'giver"

4. Insert the %liver' in the bottle, fill it with water, and screw the op firmly.
Try squeezing the bottle kr your hand; if water leaks out from the top,
seal it with some plastic sheet in the cap.

How to use and play
Press the sides of the water.filkd bottle with your hands and the "sea.hone"

will float downwards. Release pleasure from your hands and the 'diver' wal rise.
Invert the bottle or hold it in horizontal position and the same phenomenon will
uke place.

Let the children make whit:ewe shape of a 'diva' they want to insert in the
bottle.

Source: Case study of simple low.cost teaching materials, pmes and toys, pre-
pared by Nmikazu Obsuml, MEI, Tokyo, Japan.
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MOBILE TOY MADE OF WIRE
Level Primary

$ubject area : Daft and bask
lekitet

Brief deseriptirrs

This toy is made from may available wire.
Children can mAe and enjoy playing with dim rowing mobile wire toys.

Menial used
You will need a Om of wise about 1 mut long. Any type of wire toll do

but wire of 0.11-1.2 mm in diameter will be easiest to handk.

How to mAt and play

1. Wind this wire amund a pipe of sultabk diameter, or
if a pipe is not availabk, some bottle neck will serve
the same purpose. Leaving a skin piece on both
ends of the wire, wind the entire length of wire finnly
around the pipe.

2, Loosen the coiled wire by dighdy unwinding both
ends and remove the cod.

3. Pull at both ends. The coil will be transformed Into/
a spiral.

trr

Tigittett piece of tale

Wrap the wire ermind a bottleneck.
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4. cut a separate piece of wit, about lOcin. Iø Twkt th once, as shown
in the illustration, and dutad k onto the spial wbee.

3. Fie some kind of weiliber on both ask of the twissed wire pkor and die
spinner of the toy is ready.

6. Hold the *bat wit upi kght. win both bands. and the threaded pkee
of wire (the optima) wiN spin downward.

7. *aerie politikus of both hands and the splenee w epind downward
This motion car be repeated any numba of dam.

Possible soodiScadons

This toy can be enjoyed in several different sissy. depentruss on how it I. made.
1. The cures of the Tow can be altered depending on the way in which

the eon is pulled. If, for man*, the sane spiral is attended Ionia this
will make the spinner turn faster as wdi as make the drop Wax.

2. A thicker (or thinner) pipe used to make the spiral coil will also affect
the movement of the *Iona.

3. The knits ot the arms of the 'inner, the angle betworn than and the
astached weights witi alao affect its morawast.

4. My sort of pictute cut be drawn and ast out by *Wm themselwas to
use as paper cow terrtstiOsta for the tpinna. Buttailks, aeroplanes, cars,
etc. can be attached as counteraweishts.
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5. Use a lo w. piece of wire and make dm spiral 1o.r. Make this into a
dos by consecdn4 bads ends of dse wine with slalom awl shape k law a
continuous *al. lloted a piect of twisted wire befottband IOU as in
the other illosmation. Using both hands to tome the viral, the loom
piece an be made to "in continuoutly.

Estocationd obierdwes

I. To berome famidar *Ads skirt as spy& sestaial,

Many "WU rade dab= am ohms out faeolliar with the citerattesistim
of wise and may tend to drink that it can be tied Ste Van,

2. To diatom the signifkonce of Whom
to ruder to awn a smooth dowwwmd spin. it it importutt not only to

make 4 0111140tit, MU "pink but also to make sum dot the length of die sems of
the spinner ate symmettkal and dte two coanterwighu equal. It is pesky; better
pot to mention this point boa the sun, bat to let claim* walk beefy until
they ancover it on lb* own.

3. ay spiosing repeated," aod observing the phatomasoct of a weiiihted
spinner that ahoy; spint 4%wnwartis, to creme a concept of the idea of
gravity.

Originally, there is a similar toy with the simple idea of a downwsni
*rain object sibkh is made of paper-Paper that is about the thkimen of draw*
papa is ad and raided. Unfold it and MIME its and the plea (sipper soli spin as
it talk. Ow aim of introdueins this kind of a toy is to maim children wane that a
sinew toy am be made Croon other materials °Which are readily avalable. An effort
should be made to show a swim of aarrepke and help children experience a "vide
raw of ideas.

Swoon Case godly of sink WIPPC014 teething mated* pima and tom rt .
pad by Neadkaltie Olsoung, Tokiejspan.



Shot 29

A @OAT
Lewd tresoriusal and

Priam"
241*ject inea 2 Oat and bask

idowe

desoiption
This is 40 imam:wiled *kw)** boa puthed e4propellom

Olsjecdse

To provide chailerst alt opportunity IA pity wink * Woo* Loy (VON Illikt1444
ensterkds,

biantehis seeded

1. A piece of &wood* oat W. the *tope of a hos, or tiSSIONse 11443ii about
ein. long bent in the enkldk to form an *n0e.

2. A So mkt about I on u 6 as wide, aod 1 2 nun thick (an idt.atiVII
mirk wiudil do)

S. A tubber hied.

Bow to owe
1. loot the for.orsum **lc In bowing the two threads of the raker hand,

nod wield It todoord, minis* the tubkr hand.
2. Put the Whole Wog on the sottate of do your NW in *a maimed tubber

hkend Mew its maw looriois doe boos forward.

Snore froPotory of Low-vbre fooroctiosil Muni* G. sod Tom papered
by Dr. Moog Stomet; Ddportamort of Mations! Tothoologys family
of leration. Sdagarilwoot Utherlity Itio40416
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Shoat 31

PAP1111 WOODMILL
Leid 3 .fteAdh344 aat4

ptimasv
So4ofi Nu 3 Critfi IPA fASV

Watkir4

bid Olatonipitos

Thit it a itzafanate toly 4444-4) COI iiiAt Plitat eoesty 0-ool Otto. of eilik0 4104 4
ovict of a petal mit* as moor atria omit

tisantiik onmit4
1 A tooter Oktet of papa., I 15 gia

t A loomitioo stilt tot I pewit twitit totbet orAlue ott4
5, Ion tout paw of itith0Orli.

to *At
I. Tact piety of oolowodoottallotaiaa papa. atom Ili ow, *tow
2, Cot diaionally wail* littota# eft* comer to mitt& 2 on. of iitt mum

Pick op dir owl of omit of the Nor aboroste katliorMen MiM it 44V14114
P431,

Aff4V ft04 kart do kor Ittikkatoort on dor atids dot pia doom* do
etan mot of fthe paper aan4 isovat wio4 tAItad as de owl of a low
lotto WA or apiotc awe Ms iodate %Awe Ike *Awl will male it o/44.,
Tlot. totaort craw top co4 of 4 wool h Arai opoi atm Which to akar.
ktvc writ oiotlioit

5, To *41 witty * toOtotail itisIp*, kit 0* dtifokyro okitir paw
pt vavioto dotiloat too Ott *yaw Wow it it piwitv1 *to ttitaK,

Soottit Ass latoototv LowittoolSiovOt Werstifik Gm" mil
Torrib lo the moirvomo.
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Shoot 32

SPINNING DISC WITH THREAD
LeVCI Pre.school and

primary
Subject area : Play acdvities

and basic
science

Brief description

A simple toy consisting of a disc and a piece of thread which children like to
make by themselves and play with.

Objectives

To provide an opportunity for children to make their own toy from nocost
materials.

Materials needed

1. Boot.polish tin lid;
2. A piece of thread, about% metre long.

How to make

1. 'Lake a discarded lid of a boot.polish tin, and make two holes A and 0,
about 1 cm apart.

2. Take two pieces of strong string, 25 to 30 cm long and thread them
through the two holes of thc circular disc.

1 Tie the strings at the two ends P and Q.

0A

og
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How to play

1. By routing the disk, the thread gets twisted.
2. Pulling the two ends P and Q by two hands makes the disc spin, releasing

the twist and then twisting the thread further in the apposite direction.
3. Before the disc stops spinning, pull the threads spin, spinning the disc in

the opposite direction spin. Pulling and releasing thc string continuously
makes the disc spin faster and faster.

Source: Inventory of Low-cost materials/gamei, developed by the Department
of Teaching Aids, NCERX, lia.
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Stunt 33

PAPER LOOPER
Level i Ns/46°ol and

primary
Subject area t Craft and play

activities

Brief description

There is a commercially available wire,coll toy called the 'Tomboy", It dei .
cends stairease.type dopes on its own by turning over and over. It is quite a lot of
fun to watch, The toy described below, made from paper, is a rescothlance of the
'Tomboy'. ft is made by cutting out square.shaped or round.shaped loops from
paper and pasting the piece, together. Its special feature is that it turns over as it
goes down a dope, rather than a staircase. Since its movement resembles that of a
looper, this toy is called a 'Paper Looper".

Figure 1 Round and square paper loopers

50



Materials needed

I. Paper

2, Scissors and

3. Glue

flow to make
As seen in Fig. I, it is possible to make both a round paper looper and 4 square

one, The two important points to remember when making this toy are to choose
the right kind of paper, and to have patience while fixing it together.

A> Bound looprr

I. Choose suitable paper. It is better to choose
paper slightly thinner than drawing paper. In
Japan, postcards issued by the post office We
just of the right thkkness, as is old calendar
paper.

2. To make the round looper, draw two concentric
circles, one Midler than the other, using a corn.
pass,

The outer circle could be about 5-6 cm, in dia.
meter and the inner circle 44 cm,

3. Cut a ring which should be slit in one place,
as shown in Fig. 2

4. Paste point A of the first ring to point A1 on the
second ring so that the two rings pile up one on
top of the other.

5. Cut out at least 20 of these rings and paste them
together in the tame way.

6. When the Out is dry, the series of rings are
attached into one long strip, as shown in Fig. S

Figure 3

51 5 8
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Be careful so diet the glue does not go over the edges, and wipe off
any excess glue, if one is MA careful in this, the rings will stick together and will
not come out as OM long ;perks of rings as in Fig. S.

is, Sqmore looper

1, Cut 80 to 100 strips of paper grout one mai.
metre in width.

2. Then cut thew strips in 4 standard length, such
AA 5 cr 7 cm.

3, PAstv 011tsr strips towthtt in uality 14)(0411

in Figure 4.
4. Pile up about 20 layers,

Figure 4 Flow to o44ke the square looper.
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flow to play
1, For both shape*, kt the Or dry compktely Wore testing If it i* mod

a* WM OA it is made, the glued ends tend to come apart. Off important
boor in making thh toy is to use suitable gloe.

2. If possible, pule mid paper on both end* of tbe Wow, Mk provnia

3. Mace the louper on an inclined turf4sce and poll it* tipper part to Marl It
moving,

$Plaff? Can study of tsimpk Low-rost Teaching Materiah, Games otd Toys,
prep4ted by Nalikaati Osrnu, NIER, Tokyo,j4pan,



SIttat 34

SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION SET
Pre,scbool JIM
primary

SWIM afra May actMties

ftrief description

This is 4 rottie using match stkks and bicycle Vishe 1004 (Of looped tti4b or(
bands) to huild three dimensional shapes,

Obiectives

1, To Ove children practical esperience io pRoi4 'mg three dimensional
shapes suds as cubes, prism*, 481$ pyramish,

2. Ao.emblinx these siniple dements and usinrt them to make sortie more
complicated shapes tti It, Wake *Wile 111304iR4tivt toy*, in dm form of a
house. a mirk, 4 chair, etc,

Mairtish needed

I. Match sticks

2, R44or Welt

3, Babul thorn

4. Bkycle sahe rubber or oylo

Mow to make

I, Cut the valvt rubber or nylon tube into 1 cm load pleera.
2, First make a 144%t of two sticks inswing them into the tube,
3, Pierce 4 hole with 4 WW1 thorn in the centre of the valve tube joinin4

the two sticks,

4. Now invert a third matchstkk into the kliht tube throggf this hole
papendkolarly ro die other two, foint of diger itiCk% rhos mark
(Fipre 1).

Figure 1

S4
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11

IIIIIIIIPIIPFFigooe 2

5, Shapes of cube*, priatro, pyramids, Wows etc, CAO he nude by thildten in
the tune manner (Fig. 2),

Poo Ibk modifkadoni
If Mittel or nylon valve tube* are not available, the match itirki ran he Joined

Laing looped yobbo! ban&

SWAYO, Inventory of Lo WtOit filaiefiaqpitte4. dew eloped by the Department of
Teaching Mds, NCEItT, India.
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Omit I ki

Miff drocription
nit it 4 sitsin wooint hood with cquitily4ftmcd siih honnteftid onto ü. A

nsidter hand cot be booky4 owl dig guilt wit oit i ittodoor otty drtited twin,

EdUrAiktail ottir-fth:a
Mit hood h iwh.l tot thildttn m cmittin41 vittioot ***et itnd tomb thtit

own and Int Kinks in cakttimitta ;Mit mptttive istw,
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M44/1144 44441

%mop 4**04.1vt 4444 41 1,44 *4404 4144 so4 440,41 1,4*-44 4
NM 44 44* 001 4 wig 444 4 (44 0414414fi 044414

toili peer** with rounded heads, wit4ii are ittrr,

flow to matt
I, Mot off thr hood carefully Ity drawing 4 cii,s *Ws 4004 pooggi gooft.

20mm open musing 44404 4 444414 grid a; ritlit angles, and hemmer in
die nails et the crowing points,

Humor* the hails ot *VIM 4604, f4e. thet the shop rrids 41F1
WA protrude ;Noir* die hoard, Ina mate sure they tere hammered
firmly enough goo tho they *till no, lowers tams 4 rubber hood is hooked
wet them.

3, titt tulitici hind diot is long enough to tom i'44404q4 Apes on the
tword,

Itakv io toe and play
13 .14Airrg Aver

irirrin loll ic alde iti 141111 4141, *hope they w444: triandm *wars,
p4,411,10#4.10; polygon, ;tape/aim and need 404 be limited to the standard shape*

My child can easily make polygon on this bond, they coo compare a
Imge mum to a small nom or a large trim* to a man triainroe and ste the
elationthips. It advisable to prositle them with sheets of OA paper so that they
cut copy and record each shape they mate tin the board, Exasopks of such Am=
imp art shawls in Figures 2, 3 arid 4,

2, Caktalaringvorface wear of mini timer
In calculation the surface arta of flouts tin th board, count every

bmiU square hold/red by four nails as one unit of surface area This could 1st the
basic ruk for some calculations, Eta instance, the ores of dit square M rig 2 will
equal 9 uniu or in Fig 3 the area will be 45 tanks,

The surface Nu, (5)4 of the shapes made on 4 geometric Wool can alio
be calculated with the follow's); tarmac

* 812 T I, *bete
II* number of nab %%web die rubber bands is touching

T* number of nails endosed and not touching the tubber bend
For instance for Fig, 2, * It arsd T* 4. ITherefore, for rig. 2 is
Sa 12/2+4 iveS*9
In die same way, the slupe in Fig. 3 can be shown to have half the

arca of that in Fig. 2, or le 4 3. Far friig. 4. the calculation will prove that it is also
9, or die same as Fig. 2.

Children will be able an coatis= thu thte cakuladons art equal to the
sums obteined by counting the nembee of nails oo the geometrk board. The about
maples art showing simple polygons, but one die basic rules are taught, children
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Sheet 38

Level : Primary
SELF-MADE COMPASS Subject area : Basic science

Brief description

This is a cheap self-made compass using needles which have to be magnetized.

Objectives

To demonstrate the magnetic poles with a cheap compass.

Materials needed

1. Magnet for magnetization

2. Needle

3. Bicycle spoke

4. Wooden block

5. Small test tube, or the top part broken off an ampule
6. Glue

How to make

1. Take a needle and magnetize it by stroking with a permanent magnet.
2. Fix the needle AB with wax or glue (Epoxy glue) to the top part of a

broken off ampule, or a test tube (1).

69 62



3. Put the test tube on a vertically pointed needle (N) or bicycle spoke,
mounted on a wooden base (M), so that the needle AB is free to rotate
in a horizontal plane about the vertical needle N as an axis. (The needle N
can be also fixed on an empty match box M).

How to use

1. The needle AB rests in a north-south direction due to the earth's magnetic
field.

2. It shows attraction and repulsion when some other magnetic object is
brought near to it.

3. Its sensitivity can be equal to that of an ordinary compass.

Possible modification

A self-made compass could be produced more easily if the magnetized needle
is oiled, or placed on a thin plastic sheet, and floated in a dish of water.

Source: Inventory of Low-cost rnateriaL/games, developed by the Department of
Teaching Aids, NCERT, India.



Shot 39

MULTIPLE REFLECTION
Level : Primary and

lower seconds-
ry

Subject area : Craft and basic
science

Brief description

This is a set of two parallel mirrors facing each other with the effect of produc-
ing multiple reflection of any object placed between them.

Materials needed

Two plane mirrors
A wooden support for the mirrors

How to make

rubber bands

mirrors

wooden base

Attach two mirrors vertically to
the opposite ends of the wooden
support, perpendicular to the base
and facing parallel to each other,
as shown in the figure, using
rubber bands to attach the mfr.
rors.

How to use
Place an object between the two parallel minors and observe its multiple im.

age. Move the object closer to one of the mirrors and observe the result.

Source: Bangladesh Education Extension and Research institute-Report of a
National Workshop on Educational Technology.
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Shaft 40

KALEIDOSCOPE
Level : Primary and

lower seconds.
rY

Subject area : Craft and basic
science

Brief description
This is a kaleidoscope which uses mirron. One model needs two minon and

the other needs three.

Figure 1 4 Kaleidoscope using 2 mirrors

ACP

Figure 2 4 Kaleidoscope using 3 mirrors.

65
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Manias needed
I. Two square,shaped minors for the first model and three rectangular

mirron for the second model. Glass micron are dangerous for children
to handk and. are difficult to cut. They can be substituted with glass
slides used for biology experiments; pasting black paper onto the back
of the *fides and using them in place of mirrors.

2. Adhesive tape.

How to make

A. Two.mirror Kakidoscope

1. Prepare pieces of a size easy for children to handk; about 5 x 3cm.
2. Using some adhesive tape connect the 2 mirrors together so that they

open up like a book. This way the rut* betwen the two mirrors can be
freely adjusted.

B. Three.mirror Kaleidoicope

1. Prepare 3 rectangular mirrots of equal size, e.g. 3 x 10 cm.
2. Ftx the three mirrors together so that their shorter sides form an equila.

tend triangle.

3. Secure the sides of the prism firmly with adhesive tape.
4. Decorate the outside with some attractive paper.

Figure J shows how to make a Kaleidoscope using 3 mirrors.

How to use

A. The 2.missor Kaleidoscope

1. Draw a Min of waves across a piece of paper. They can be of any length
or size.

2. Draw another set of waves onto the first so that the crests and troughs of
the second set of waves are a minor image of the first set. Using a
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iliffaent-coloured pencil for this second set would make the drawing
looking more attractive. Lay the paper flat on the table.

3. Set the 2-mirror kaleidoscope upright like an open book onto the paper
with the waves (Fig 4).

4. Slowly move it to the kft or to the right along the set of waves. Most
interesting designs will be reflected onto the mirrors. Children will often
be defighted to play with this toy.

5. Try drawing different designs onto the paper. Let children copy the
patterns !reflected on the kaleidoscope that they find especially attractive.

It The 34ntitror Kaleidoscope

1. Hold the kaleidoscope up to one eye and turn it slowly. The reflection
through the 3-way mirror will be a breath-taking view. Any object, like
an open book on the table, or even the pattern on the ground will create
the most surprising images for children to observe.

Edutational objectives
1. This project attracts childten's interest towards characteristks of the

mirrors and light, both of which are part of our daily lives.
2. Kaleidoscopes are often used in drawing and design classes to help ail-

dren to produce compkx design pattenu Which they wou:d be unable
to create on their own.

3. The Kaleidoscopes can also serve as a pod teaching aid when learning
about various figures in geometry and makes the lesson very interesting.

Sottrce: Case study of simple low-cou teaching materials, games and toys, pre-
pared by Narikatu Ohsumi, NIER, Tokyo,Japan.
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Short 41

SIMPLE PERISCOPE

Levd : Maury and lower
secondary

Subject arta : Craft and bask
science combined
withplay activities

brief description
This is a simple periscope made of milk cartons and plastic minor&

hgure 1 Drawing of Completed periscope.
string 2 milk cotoru.

Objective
To produce a toy for observing things from a hiding plsce by using inexpensive,

discarded materials.

Materials needed

I. Two empty milk cartons
2. A. sheet of iMn cardboard or drawing paper

3. Two minors

se
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Plow to make

1. Take two large sunk canons vettkh hold about 1 litre, and cut off the
upper ends.

2. cut a square shaped window opening dose to the other ends of eath milk
011110U.

3. Make a slit so that you can place a mbror at a 45' angle next to each
window (Fig. 2).

4. Rol up a piece of thin cardboard or drawing paper and nuke a cylinder
that wal fit inside the ri nt canon. Insect one end of it inside the milk
canon, fin it with adhesive tape. Make it so that the other canon will
route smoothly around it.

S. Insert a mirror Imo cads slit and the periscope is complete (Frti. 3).
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Ilow to we and play

Look through one window and route the other one. The view inside will
keep chaneng.

The way things look tistou# the periscope when it is held venically will be
vay different from these when it is held botitonially. Children become absotbed
in how things look from under the uble or behind otha objects in *be loom or
outdoors.

Children will most likely create different kinds of periscopes from the material
hey are 10411. For example, they may moonset a longer one or one that can be

extended, or others whids have a bend.

Plastic minors can be cut into desired shapes and sires by a eutter.knife, for
plastic objects and arc much ufer to handle than OM minors.

Source: Case study of simple low.cost teaching materials, games and toys, pre.
pared by Nariluau Miami, NI ER. Tokyo, japan.
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$hut 42

Level t Secondary
MODEL DEMONSTRATING TRANSFER Subject mea Physics
OF MOMENTUM

Brief deseripdon

This model consists of six (or more) heavy wooden balls with ecru' weight,
whkh are impended sh#dy touching each other on two suinip each as shown in
the Figure. The last hal is pulled away from the others; When released it knocks
the rest of halls, causing a swinging motion and the boa ban at the opposite side
swings further than the other bails. If two balls are pulled out and released on one
side, two will sepante on the other side.

Matcrials needed

I. Wooden yam'
2. Cotton thread

Si% wooden balls of the same tin
4. hooks

IfeW to male

I. Make a frame consisting of four wooden stands, two boritontal base bars
and two upper bars as shown in the Figure.
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Fla the hooks on cad* of the obi huh ass4 ors the upper hoiiroaral burs so
drat thread cast be tasiened e them to esrapen4 the bath 69 one Wase. The
hooks uhkh thei en each taar ate spaced at a &awe equal to the
dimmer of die bin so dtat tad* pair of die hooks toss the two bus be.
comes parallel to the other.

3. Then hang up sods ban to die two Um by the theend to that the ba&
remain at equal height.

Stone: &gadded* &lineation Extension and Steward* lassluat-Report of a
Natioad Workshop on Edneuidortal Tod:n*1ov.
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Shoot 44

TRADITIONAL DIMONATIVI ART
tiPold. 3 niatory mkt

Iowa wookoltyv
Sjett Will 3 AM 4 orsto

Sett lloicolpdos

Sinfro hot *kw ash wok* 4 *14641 (41 Ninit OthelititrIMII 4 ~MS *114
artholic sktis ihro4 dtt peolawnios Of 4 **rim 4 dkootatiir ourio4416 44, wiio4
togiar aA Ists4ok woortiotes conAiination ibtOi. ight woo *tow 400±41.

0.1totivr4
L To *wet, cumuli 4.4 citrittior
2, To peoikkic (*cower oktuit460,* **op coto Ifl

Monti& ooMed
L Ste* of wok,' Orown, lorkpowi kaL
2, &Uwe :cetwo$ %mob tott000t Om,

How to oar
Nom I. 2, moil 4 %Mow 464,11, ponento Ii, Ikt Mir 4 moodte Num S room wiklo ikol Nom ,111.4 4 'mkt vtripb)

comertel aittik 0400610.**11WW. 4okkith mil miti fte swifts
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with a sharp knife. The strip may be careftilly folded lengthiwise into two
(without splitting the strip) and cut slits perpendicularly or diagonally to
the central folded part. Figure 1 shows how a narrow strip of tender leaf
passea through the slits. In the other figures a strip of ,ntiticr leaf passes
through the slits.

Possibk modifications

Figures $ and 6 show some possible methods to increase the effect through
more complicated designs by using additional slits and pieces of coconut leaves with
different shapes to insert into the "base band". The 'base band' shown in Fig. 6 is
a complete leaf with the rib and additional ;hopes arc intervowen to beautify the
design. Figure 7 shows the stages in making a floral decoration from a coconut
leaf: (A) ADCS the leaf and cut the slits NI shown (alternatively on the two sides).
(8) Unfold each strip and bend as shown and fix it with an 'overlapping loop' (c) to
complete the 'flower'. (D) Makc flowers starting from the base of the leaf towards
the tip so as to produce AA `inforescence of alteniate 'florets'.

Drawing 8 is another style of an 'inflorescence'. Follow all steps carefully.

5

Ire

711101 r°411 Pig 10"1"1111

7A 78
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IA

Note

NUMMI.% decorative patterns &V s1 omaments can be made using coconut
leaves in coil netior with other auailliary materials such as banana-stems. Many
such acatems may IA wide decoration* for various functions, ,mremonies and testi-
vals, both religion' anti national.

Source: Inventory of Low-cost Simple Materials Games and Toys, prepared by
Payasiry, School Science Equipment Design Unit; Curriculum Devel-

opment Centre, SO Lanka.
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Sheet 45

LOW.COST "ORIGAMI OF SRI LANKA"
Level Primary mid

lower
secondary

Subject area I Crafts

Brief description

This tradonal craft is using the tender (csram=yellow colour) leaves of roco.

nut palm for producing a variety of shapes resembling various objects, ittlects,
animals. etc. The strips of palm leaf can produce numerous toys of eatraol dinary
beauty and original design.

Objectives

I. To develop the manual skills of the young children through the rcw4Kling
exercise of producing an artick for entertainment and play 4t no-cost.

2. To promote creative imaginative thinking.

Materials needed

Tender (Cre4m.yellow colour) leaves of the coconut palm.

How to make

Exa-ipk I. 41 Swallow

1. rake two strips wf palm eaf (without midrib) of almost equal width and
proceed u shown in Figure 1.

Figure I

78
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2, Cot the shapes of wings and 1411 Wing pair of scisseus, OvedappIng,
loop itrips 'X' and 'V' could be simply torn using finger prositre
(however the kngth of the `loop' should be not longer than the width
of the strip that palm through it).

Example II. 4 Mini Windmill (Fan)

Take two strips of palm kaf each about 2m long 01;4 proc*--cd ?it
in Figure 2 below to complete the design.

l'4

A

200

DU 2 aim foki hay

a

Firm, 2
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1:40011.0 ir --1 Pdf f

1, 7 WO strips of palm leaf (about 2cm wide) ond proceed a 010*,..4i in
'A' to '0' (Figure 4)

2 to the ends coming out from each corner of the box, To Mng the two
ends at each C0f1Wf 61111 CIOKI 10 each other make overlapping loops Ai
shown in stage 'D' at both corners,

rft010rt A similar hut 41nAllCr shape from strips alrystt I cm wide and
curoplete the 'head' (stage 'F') a* the eittlitt "body* lrtdy made (stage

4, Now cut the shape of the beak at one c0THer of the head Vrom two ends
corning out (rom one cornet) and invert it over one corner of the huger
body Ansi pass the remaining two ends of the head through one corner
of the larger body which has to be cut to a shorter length (see arrow in
stage.. 'V and 11 and fix it as shown in stage

5, Pull all ends tight rind cut wino and tail tt A requited shape and complete
the parrot.

A
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Slow to use

Ihr Swallow, Polk and the Parrot
oftsalla, could be 411ept lidtd at the end of the rib,

.2 The midrib of the windmill (fan) may be,a mountrd inside the bore of a flarTOW

;11)IIIIMIIIII

bamboo bikk or 4 111104)(4 Sialk and
rotoro by blowing oo

\
It

Some: !oratory of Low,cost Simpk Materials Games arid Tor, prepared by
PAL Dayaairi, School Science Equipment Design Unit; Ctrnev u Deve.
lopmeot Centre, Sri Lanka.
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Own 44

; efita4fy
CI4CORATIVII ARTWORK WINO FEATH4R11 Subject arca Crafts and Ian.

0-441t°

Brief description

Feadter*4 artwork it 4 muld-putpott tleOce with unli ;ttttl possibilitiet for use,
depending upon the Utgenuity of the tracitrr, tt can to': prod,Ocrit 4!

Objet-thvs

Tu ckteelop various skill* n reading, pronoundathm and muntral computation

Materials needed

I, Tail or 'wing feathers (41 many al needed)
2. Scraps of cardboard of coloured piper
3. The shell of young coconut fruit to hold the feathers
4, Adhesive tape

!low to make

I. Select the needed numbc) of feathers:

2. Cut flown petals 'f-N T ot imps of codboard or
coloured paper,

3, Write ktten of the alphabet OA ont aidr of the
flowrit (one letter tm each ilowet),

4. Tape the but tide of 4 flower t4 the dp of a
feather.

5, Armee the flown in an ark shape with the
toconut shell as a holder.

llow to use
I. This device may he wed in a relay pent for tlicabular) building. The

players draw a kalo, then identify the letter. Words that sun with the
ktter e given th- team that can give the most number of wort% is the
winner,

2. Imtead of kiwi* aatid buI4 win*, ouothro okay be twitters Vi the
flouers and used for cakulation oixerrisei, depending upon the objective
of the lesson.

43 90



Poi 414 towliftratiott4

I, Comootibori mithito cut 'tow the Irosth logy W o*es1 itotrol
of frAthers,

2, The cot000t then holder may be ottotitoted hy a jig str itclatiti 11 cop
perk-mord at the bottom, §44 go to hold the frothetti,

3. UK tittflibtil instead of kttero out41 taw for arithmetic timme*,

Sorece:, NAtional Wottooitop on E4 ocation41 Tedmology with yerviot Itelettnee o-)
Developnvan t Low=tmt Etbtli4140/1141 MiXterik; PhillppIrwL
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SNSI, 47

MAMA, GliT At
Litftl ; 10.4f

wort4,itry
nre4 1 CA'40

Itikt tlencniption
A !lei t-4( Itoknoliu ***Alf* tiliodo, Cfl#S4 4141 loving

frirot letwitt nod (12 I. r ,41k14110014 tkittihri Ii Ntliftertnine4
shNie 'knot* by intetikKking the piece*,

Obiet

1. To dewlap the concept of thice

2, To entowar IntUini and 141:41 Maiianinit nod cyonmitrioitmi .whtn
whit% tealhfc plottlenti. with doe ;mention t4wm4.4 po.4,04. 41terostiven
*nd their effect,

Mitetialn ;wetted

1, Sin twoottem bloclo 2Onint 20mtn 11Xisniti

2, Sin wooklett Mot lo 20nint ti 20min 15tinito

How to nuke
I. Cut the unnil hlocko of wood to the %lope ',hewn below.

2. of thew o% bltx1,4*elect two nn41 cut to the, >tope taht,wei

.1)

S3



Stirct 11t1htiksvi lohot .rti41 cat to tar 04$ohit torhotoi,

41, Select rwo Nod,* Ittaft thr oketv 414 tvi totokrs shwa,
SPN4ifitf soffsom,

toIhiwus 1, POI 41 hr pin rti tvgr-ther t*,
Neat the VIEW *wen ta thr
stIttoestitat by ints-dockto4 Itx
Oleo. The find 'low' dwahl
kr wattroirtical tas an doer
plow% atti pitiottiy rim*
Paglanding thr 'two" sad put.
ON but the pirto 4ii
etrialy nert ir,

3, °hoe s1a4rty.1 this costa be
pesiortard tws *Aiwa WINS.
tokfird,

Uwe; latietstory ticow-vrAt &apple
atatertals pain sad toys, pre=
puled by P.B. Dayfoily, Sot+sial
&kart Equiptarnt Design Urth,
Cuntiesdass Deirlepfarat Centre.
Sri Lassii4.
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MUM 648118 MAN PROM A
A hIATIMITICK AND 1/110411PLCOC

t-441.1 Mi 1t4f1*
44f-0 *.4414.tr4

iiPwriptioa
By 4,Aatio moevhkti4 401.1. a thwntotick, tt ;04:0-4 wit4 4 titOop

.*141q470104"; Off tItgAtito4 .o::_-,ilt_rtott't Othrn
WSW)

Firoe I Vow; Awe to
wenn*. the poklie itto4 a waif As iiik
wool tildoottoatt

Almew,

4644-amilill11 IN Mir

111,

Mardi* ateded
1, t't niattito4k
7i.. A tiny thutnistatt

ttow la noir
M can he WV in Prat I , -4)is it a very rim . It it pot,0* m414. 4

a pubwromattring device +imply by putolirtii a L*1140E4.414 fireinliy into s rnotiotiole,,

HOW tv OW and play

1, red teke weht to Cad dit. tpot where the polw can be taion4ly
fate

2, Stibilile the wtio Flatin4 it on 4dthft*Wwu Pikr
the head of the thiamttuktii oft 4041 41% dr. etattiolkk ion ft tk4
poition. The upper end ot the stouthaith will torgia in move in acgt0.1,
abet with the polar.

3. rim, meow and mord the ptihe for one minute, Then4 run in Awe
far a admit ewo mad WOMAN the mime in doe sow way mistravdra,
It catt be *ten thmt there is m diffuena between the polbt count nada
(WSW eittmiammore mad otter mob% Amber, mho live or tia **ma
tett, moon the peke sepia mad coal;set dm it Itms rtemened is normal.

Uwe; Caw Ow* of miatpk low4ost within mmitetimk, paws mad tett, pct.
pared by Nalitmem Coottem4,, Tokyojtomn.
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Shoot SO

SOLAR SPECTRUM Level : All levels
Subject area Science

Brief deseritplon

The solar spectrum can be demonstrated with a simple experiment in which
a plain mirror is dipped at an anglt in a glass with dean water and turned around in
the sunshine.

Materials needed

1. Water glass

2. Plane mirror

How to make

1. Place a plane mirror in the water glairs at an angle with the bottom of the
glass.

2. Add water in the glass and place it in the sun.

How to use

Rotate the glass towards the direction of the sun and observe the spectrum
produced.

mirror

gins

Source: Bangladesh Education Extension and Research Institute.Report of a Na.
tional Workshop on Educational Technology, 1980.
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Sheet 51

LOW COST LENGTH MEASUREMENT DEVICES Levd Primary
Subject Alek t Basic science

Objectives

To improve the child's concept of length and its measurement by using easily
available common items from Its immediate environment.

Material. needed

I. Coins

2. Matchboxes
3, Post cards

4. Bricks, tiles, etc., each of which has a standard dimension

How to use

1. Determine the exact measurements of selected items. Objects like a
matchbox, coins, bricks, post cards etc, have standard size in many coun.
tries. Find out the length of these objects with a measuring scale.

2. Now you can find the length of any longer object or distance with the
help of some of these objects. e.g. the length of the pencil can be deter-
mined with coins or a matchbox. A measuring scale is always essential
for determining the length of the object to be used as a measuring device.

91
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140

3. Exercises of determining the number of brkks required to cover a anafl
platform, or the ske of paper needed for packaging f a number of match.
boxes can provide meaningful learning exposit-mei.

Source: Inventory of low.cost materials/pmeu, developed by the Department of
Teaching Aids, NCERT, IndiL
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A SIMPLE WATER CLOCK Level i AO levels
Subject .41e4 1 &ciente

Brief descripdon

This is an old tin with a hole Ai the hottcm filled with wafer up 10 4 certain
levei so as to cs).4114111 sufficient wAter which will drop within specified slam

Materials needed

1. An old tin

2. Mier
3. A hammer and nail (for making a hole)

Ilow to make

I. Make a hole in the bottom of the dn.

2. Fill the tin with water, and measure the time it takes for the water to
drop through the hole.

S. Adjust the volume of the water In die dn, undl it takes exactly 1 niinute
for the tin to empty aad mask the water level scratching with a nail.

4. Other tins with holes of different sins, an be calibrated for different
durations of time.

Some: Banglassesh Education Extension and Research Institute = Report of a
Nationa) Workshop on Educational Technology.
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Shot 53

VOLUME MEASURING CYLINDER lAvel All levtlo
!Wien area Science

Brief deacription

This it m transparent r0014itirr (empty Oats or plastic discarsk4 bottle or jar),
which is calibrated (nsarked) hy the students,.

Nectist.
To make a volume measueing cylinder (tom easily available novst matetids.

Materials needed

1. A *VW" a Midi boa or little empty plastic medicine pill box whose
volume is known or can be cony determined

2. An empty jar or cylimkr
3. A paper calibratinsl strip, to be marked by the stucknts

How to make

I. Take the inside drawer *D" of a match box; dip it in oil; dry it in the um.
It now becomes wattrptoof. The drawer can now be used as a standard'
for measurement ef volume. Most match boxes from India have an
approximate volume al 20 cubk centimetres (Figure I).

-.111116.111

Attire I

2. In place of the match box drawer, a little empty pill box, whose volume
I. already known. CM be used.

3. Stick a piece of paper along the measuring cylinder.

4. Pour the contents of the matchbox drawer or the pUl box and mark on
the strip of paper &horizontal Hoe spina the level of the water.

3. Repeat this process until the strip of paper is calibrated, then empty the
Jar which beams a volume measudng cylinder (Figure 2).

94
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Firre 2

mow to wit

1. The volume or any other walla jar, botde and other committers can be
found out by Oiling them with wow and then emptying them in the
measoring cylinder.

2. II the calibration is knowm to the Inas, the total ouwe c may be cal.
odated n cubk centimettn.

Sower; !mammy of Low,cost materialsigames, devtloped by the Dept. of Teach.
ing Aids, NCERT, India,
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OCAM MLANC4 1.011 efith# 4f* WO 6-440
4**4-4444111

4K4 M !-!4.#141 .1,04

*.110 114:f,

brief **trim:Lon

411. *imple bolatio *hit* tool,1 math! ftort piroowA #.4*. 1-46_41
(Or practical myiattina fitlitriliti 41 4I levels of the wim: 5$jl. 14 toe i* to*itily
determined by die torkeottritt of the -11ab4t in 11141hrit1414:4 41%4 giettie,

Objectim
Throt4t practical eaperiente pope* min kituvw tity priocipIct a4 44ance
oaxl mil Iran to ow the tomb homy, 1iII. heavier tharts liOtter thaw

utitta alootlard mvicht* from 10 4 to $ it" pcolkis,
pupih fitt4 the wri414* ut enotgatun 040(14,,

lilaterial* needed

ti Small cuphtiol** about 25 mm (Now* -7 owl

2. I Screw 20mm a 8 aurae (Iripor 10)
3, rartil pint or trit41 itath 20trim Iona, (Noir 8) mood elue (optional)
4, I note of limber material with dime:Wow 420mm a 1.50moi 25mm

(ripare 3)
5, 2 hem of 5,ply plywood with aimertaiont, 420mm 20mm (Figure 3)
j. I ?owe of &mid emhtt tor a lort*ont handle 370om hin4 and about 20mm

diametes (floan 11)
7. 2 Pim* of, Sitly plywood with dintertiont; 40mm a 20mm (Num 4)
A. 1 rim Sitly plywood with dime:Wont; 100mm a 20mm (ame 5)
9, 2 tin Ws apptsmimatdy I20mm in diamew (Figure 13), Our Wing

line or strong thread or mr-iria (2 mewl lon4 (tr4ore 13)
10. hicycle irprite or coconut leaf spirw (3000:0 lon4, noire 7)

I, Crotaptut saw, strew Myer harnmer, brace and 20rnm bh

flow to malt
I. tr'art the bate board from the timber and mast the came point by crossio;

diagonal lint* (Nom I). Llte the brace aod 20mm bis awl drill a bole
20mni deep at the MUM point.

2. Cut the desired knfilt of dowd or broom handle for the %coital sue*
mark two paint *motile so one mother, 20mm down from the sop
(Foan 2).

S. On two strips of 5,0), plywood 420mm long sad 20mm wide, On the
top ear of cads, mark the centre point (210mm from cads end). the
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cuts across the bamboo (at the proper points) and removing the unwanted
pieces with a chisel. Assemble the components using some glue to fi x
them together as shown in the figure.

2. Paste sheets of papa so as to form a long strip.

Paste

{

1 1

3. Mt 3 panel pins on each horizontal bamboo crossbar ('MN' and 'RS')
according to the measurements shown below

120 80 80 120

4. Fix another panel pin 50 mm away from the ends, marked 'It' and 'S'.
5. Draw 'frames' along the paper film-strip for the pictures of the scenes.

120

6. Draw the various illustrations for each stage of the story in successive
frames.

7. Attach the end of the string to the panel pin (described in point 4 above)
and wind the string around the rod in such direction that when pulled, the
strip will move a:. clawed.



8. Attach the 'end' of the 'film' to rod 'MN' and wrap the film around
by turning the rod 'MN'.

9. Fix a hook on the 'base piece' as shown.

10. Once the whole film is wound around the rod 'MN', attach the other en
of the film to the rod

11. Take a piece of cardboard 400 x 300 mm and cut an opening equal i
size to the size of the frames of the strip and attach it to the vertic
supports so that each frame can be seen through the opening on tt
cardboard screen.

12. Poke the free end of the string through the curtain hook on the base.

black
masking' paper

opening

How to use
In story telling, advance each frame by pulling the string as much as necc

sary, holding the upper cross.bar with the other hand.

103



Note: P.V.C. tubing or suitable wooden rods may be used to make the frame in
place of bamboo.

The mini-cinema may be used to show various diagrams related to various
steps in a lesson.

The children may be asked to produce their own strips and show them
to the class.

Source: Inventory of Low-cost Simple Materials, Games and Toys, prepared by
P.B. Dayasiri, School Science Equipment Design Unit; Curriculum De-
velopment Centre, Sri Lanka.
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SMALL DISPLAY BOARD Level : All levels
Subject area : AU subjects

Brief description
This is a multipurpose teaching aid which can be used in teaching all subjects.

Educational objectives

To facilitate learning through illustrating the subject matter, as well as for
vocabulary building. sentence structure or grammar.

Materials needed
1. Bamboo 6. Hammer
2. Nails 7. Saw
3. Thin cardboard 8. Ornamental bamboo plant
4. Poster paint 9. Pieces of cloth
5. Chisel 10 Human hair

How to make
1. Cut off the two posts and three horizontal bars from a piece of bamboo.

The height and width is at the discretion of the maker.
2. Bore holes in the posts to insert the horizontal bars. Cut two pieces of

the thin cardboard for the front and back cover. Cut the opening of the
front cover. Cut also some holes to form 'pockets'. Nail the back and
front covers to the posts. Prepare the posters and the words to be at-
tached to the posters.

105 112



How to use
This display board is a multi-purpose teaching aid, and It can be used whenever

some demonstration of visuals is needed.

Possible moclificatIons
Various materials may be used, for example plywood, or mat can be used in

place of the thin cardboard.
Bark of abaca (banana-like fibre plant) can be used instead of thin cardboard to

write the words to be matched to the posters.
Coconut tme bark can be also used.

Source: National Workshop on Educational Technology with Special Reference
to Development of Low-cost Educational Materials, Philippines.
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PROJECTION SCREEN Level : All kvels
Subject area Ail subjecu

Objectives

1. To replace an expensive projection screen.
2. To have the same quality as the expensive one.

Materials needed
1. Frosted acetate, size 70 x 80 cm
2. 1 sheet of cardbmrd or a poster
3. 30 MIMS of lylon rope
4. Timber materW

How to make
1. Staple the frosted acetate onto a rectangular piece of cardboard.
2. Frame the frosted acetate in a wooden frame whids is little bigger than

the acetate sheet. Attach legs to the frame.
3. Make holes at the rims of the screen and on the four sides of the wooden

frame.
4. Thread the nylon rope and fix it firmly.

How to use
1. Before using it, position the screen in an appropriate place in the room so

as not to interfere with other activities, and align the projector at a proper
distance from the screen so that the projected Image should fill the whole
screen area without distortion, and the projector should not obstruct
the view of the viewers.

107
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2. If the projector and the semen have to be re.noved from their places
mask proper positions for efficknt sue uhrn needed, withom
wasting time for te.aligrtment.

Possible mmSficadon

In place of frosted acetate sheet a %tithe matte paint applkd on plywood
would be cheaper ot easkr to obtain.

Solace: "Instnacdon Sheet for Low-zost Educational Materials" prepared by
Educational Innovation and Technology Centre, Department of Tesche
Education, Bangkok,
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A RAM CYCLE MCISEL Leuel : Mutely ask
lower
secoaduy

Subject area : Science

Brief description
Thb is a simple say of densonstradng bow a Cow of steam condenses when ii

contacts a cool meaty and madam "rain drops".

hiateriab needed
1. Spirit lamp or elecisic beater
2. Container Diced alum the beater
S. funnd rikd to the container
4. flexible plastk tube Suing to tbe funnel
5. Shallow metal tray with ice cube", supported by a sun?
6. Tray with plant seedlittp

How to snake
1. Place the tray with plant seedlings on the table,
2. Place the rneul *my with ice cubes about 35 to 40 cm above Ile my

with the seedrusgs and supported by a sund.

tog ;
11c



3. Place the combats containing yaw over a some of heat near to the
seedlings, so that the fumed and the flexible plank tube will direct the
steam towath the upper tray with ke cubes.

4. Explain to the students that the steam tesendoks the natural evaporation
of water from the earth towards die cookr upper layers of dome in the
atmoophere.

5. The condenudon or the steam faroduces **raindrop?* which fall over the
Iowa tray with plant seedlingt, like rain.

Stooge? eaftesttesb Education Extension and Research hattitute Report of a
National Workshop on Educational Tecitnalogy.
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SIMPLE CURRENT INDICATOR Loa Secandwy
Subject ams g Science

description

Where an expensive gpstanometer is not available this simple current indicator
could be Wed for detecting mai elect& carman and tbeir directions, and similar
(qualitathe) oluervations in junior secondary wiroce kmons.

Objecdves

To mike &warded susterials or low4cost unstaith 1i mak* a current
Wilmer useful ø mmy teethlogleurning situations,

2. To Shistraie to the pupils bow to equip their 'llsomebbs' with a 1ow4ost
apparatus.

Materialtoreded
I. Discarded cIastk oil can with *pout and with cylindrical sham about

40 ma in diametal
2. Empty inkIsoule Med with rand
S. Two discarded ballpoint pens
4. Eyelet (mak ball)
3. Three rseedks
6. Copper wire MCC 2140 S.W.G.

How to make

1. Cut from the plastic rag can the two ponions W and sr as thrown in the
&gram.

2. Remove the spout V from piece 'A' and make a hok at the Milt of the
plank ring 'V so as to allow the spout ICI to pass through half way (as
shown in tbe aim*

I I I
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1. Pme one end of the copper wire through a hole Ile made Oki die Roost just
below the deer and wad a coil aromedir (*mg 20 tam) towed§
one edgir and that badk towards the mitre and won to the mis ,. edge of
die eing (boes 40 tinsw) and bad& to the moue (âooe 20 num) md put
the o6te end of the whe duet* another hole Y wade on the opposite
side of the *pont (elt the tame kuti of the hole 'X; winding die coil in the
met directiori,.

2Own steed' batik
otter t4e la 44
ke to ken*

waist lip
to hem

4. Sam die tpout to the piece mitta two khaki on the wpm. nut= of
the piece W (oboes LS mai apart from each other) just big mow* to
take the co/owed olettk ap of an empty bell point pts.



S. Piste the bottom of the plastic tips wil* a hospeiated week and pus
one end of the coil them* thas hole la the plank cep (boo inside) end
the other end of the lithe thing; the bak of the odor colosend eqs,
fit the two colonenSelps into the No holes eke* made on the piece
A winsome Oat (tite disputa),

6. Take the 'oak hdr of the eyelet atid essebtlit bend the bye disc dowa.
war& from both silks so that each asp has two thread holes ernsetriceNy
positioned on each si& (see diagram) dual* which two needles on be
inserted.

eptia
(Aide So*

7. Used two mayeetised wiles thnso* the Mks as iikteWn ö the diagrams
so that the eydet h prom* Wanted and free to rouse What phettl
a third, Mika' natalie. as *awe.

omial
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Assembit ôe esesplitte comas isatossor as thou* Owe it* uiet
eeedos on the sep of doe vadat Sed see& so dog is &sot so the sip
of dot you on doe sop of doe /oh loos* Mot imblo sum&

oat

mink*
A

014 f*Vde
*01 ea

How so ow

1. Mee doe Naos* OM doe talk with doe bodimeor needes body pivosiog
on doe tessird mai* Tons doe lobs ea deo 16c of dot owl its pa,
pitookelar so doe bottessor walk*

Moe ~aft doe two orsoinals V' to a tome of eleessit wow Oman
conood %those doentoo to so be otessevabotol or **tote samspieote is to be
companal. for desenegisist otevatoal always sae rest a tosamotheit saute
(a homy) ea skienakee paha*.

Somme; loseersoty of Looveosi simple saasswids, woes sod 11004. Prfrantil 16IP
Dayaski, *Mel Sonora Egoisonotot Des* Veit, Caniemlese

stioperat Ceosse, Sri Laska.
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Ma NOMA toad &mos
Saikijon mos Some

Wet destekodoso

This is * *Ivo* nokiltliOxi P.j *wallet%

014ovalot

L To soosilt to umbra as *mg as so pupa * sood of toripmatisad
sotkiiipos Issokanalsor &mew

2, To palms 41604tiOss foals ONAlsw for ***ow toptst*to" omit tros
so* loosoloWE ossotria&

newt& stariol
L A fottsoplaw
29 Too piper dips

now o al&
isssaiOtsto the swallow* dips,

Stal oat col of a aissWitmod dip 4A4 atoaosi tior Will of * do**
Wes as *owe is list do'coo.

S. $od vise otilso dip 114 Was an amotow tkkopt wish oot ass* akkos
Moo Ohots*v duo dor odor (ow eM stltwooll,
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4. Place the socket of a flashlight bulb across the middle of the eraser and
make 2 holes in the eraser on either side of the socket with a punch or
an awl.

IS. Pass the longer arm of the clip 'A' through the hole and press hard into
the eraser so that the socket of the bulb is held by the wireloop (see the
diagram).

6. Make two holes in the eraser from one side and pass the other wire loop
'IV as shown in the diagram.

bulb

clip B

2 mm.
diameter
hok



7. Bend the longer arm of 'IP at point 'X' towards the centre terminal of
the bulb and make a small beod so AO to make a good contact with the
terminal.

B. Make a bend 'Y' bi the longer cnd of loop 'A' maidng it parallel to the free
end of loop `11'.

How to use

I. Screw a bulb into the loop on the eraser.

2. Connect the two free ends of the two paper clips to a low.voltage supply.

S. If the holder is to be used on a simple circult.board, solder two strips of
copper foil each SOmm x 50mm in size to the two terminals of the holder
and punch two holes as shown In thc drawing.

Source: Inventory of Lowcost Simple Materials, Games and Toys, prepared by
P.B. Dayasiri, School Science Equipment Design Unit; Curriculum Deve.
lopment Centre, Sri Lanka.
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APEID PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

1. Making and using low-cost educational materials; report of a Sub-regional
Workshop. 1979

2. Report of the First Asian Seminar on Educational Technology. 1980 1

it Developing instructional materiai for productive Auk; report of a Study
Group Meeting, 1980

4. Production and utilization of educational broadcasting programmes; report.
1980

5. APEID Inventory: Low-cost educational materials: how to make, how
to use, how to ae. f tO Vol. I. 1980

6. Report of the Second Asian Seminar on Educational Technology. 1981 1

7. Low-cost educational materials; report of a Sub-regional Workshop. 1981a

8. APE1D Inventory of Educational Innovations in Asia and the Pacific, Eli,
Nos. 131444 (on educational broadcasting). 1981

9. Report of a Sub-regional Count on Educational Broadcasting. 1982*

10. AMID Inventory: Low-cost educational materials: how to make, how
to use, how to adapt. Vol. II, 1982

11. Low-cost educational materiaLs: a synthesis study. 1982*

12. Guidelines for repackqing multi-media resources. 1982*

13. Minicoursc approach: wkat it is and how it works. 1982*

14. Report of the Third Asian Seminar on Educational Technology. 1982 1

15. Low-cost aids for elementary science teaching in Asia and the Pacific.
1982 2

16. Report of the First Asian Seminar on Educational Technology (third cycle
of APEID). 1983 1

17. Report of a Study Group Meeting on Applicability of Advanced Technolo-
gies to Educational Development. 1983

18. Report of the Second Asian Seminaz on Educational Technology (third
cycle of APE1D). 19841

1 !Wished and available fronu Japan COVAta of Educational Teclosology Centres,
c/o Japanese National Commission for Uoesco, 2-2 Kuumigaseki-Sancisome, Chlyoda-
ku, Tokyo, Japan

2 Published and avallabk from: National Institute for Educational Research, 64-22
Shimomegtoo, Megtoo-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Out of stock
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